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Background. In Australia, the incidence of hepatitis C virus (HCV) has declined among gay and bisexual men (GBM) with 
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) since 2015 and is low among GBM using HIV preexposure prophylaxis (PrEP). 
However, ongoing HCV testing and treatment remains necessary to sustain this. To assess the potential utility of sexually 
transmissible infections (STIs) to inform HCV testing among GBM with HIV and GBM using PrEP, we examined the 
association between bacterial STI diagnoses and subsequent primary HCV infection.

Methods. Data were from a national network of 46 clinics participating in the Australian Collaboration for Coordinated Enhanced 
Sentinel Surveillance. GBM included had ≥1 HCV antibody negative test result and ≥1 subsequent HCV antibody and/or RNA test. 
Discrete time survival analysis was used to estimate the association between a positive syphilis, rectal chlamydia, and rectal gonorrhea 
diagnosis in the previous 2 years and a primary HCV diagnosis, defined as a positive HCV antibody or RNA test result.

Results. Among 6529 GBM with HIV, 92 (1.4%) had an incident HCV infection. A prior positive syphilis diagnosis was associated 
with an incident HCV diagnosis (adjusted hazard ratio, 1.99 [95% confidence interval, 1.11–3.58]). Among 13 061 GBM prescribed 
PrEP, 48 (0.4%) had an incident HCV diagnosis. Prior rectal chlamydia (adjusted hazard ratio, 2.75 [95% confidence interval, 
1.42–5.32]) and rectal gonorrhea (2.54 [1.28–5.05]) diagnoses were associated with incident HCV.

Conclusions. Diagnoses of bacterial STIs in the past 2 years was associated with HCV incidence. These findings suggest that STIs 
might be useful for informing HCV testing decisions and guidelines for GBM with HIV and GBM using PrEP.
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Since the availability of hepatitis C virus (HCV) direct-acting an-
tiviral (DAA) treatment, declines in the incidence of first HCV in-
fection (hereafter primary incidence) among gay and bisexual 
men (GBM) with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) have 
been reported in Australia [1], England [2], France [3], the 
Netherlands [4], and Switzerland [5]. While this is encouraging, 

there is still ongoing transmission, with a pooled primary inci-
dence rate of 0.41/100 person-years (PY) reported among GBM 
with HIV in Australia and Western Europe in 2019 [6]. HCV re-
infection has also been reported among GBM previously treated 
in many settings, with a pooled incidence rate of 3.9 per 100 PY 
[7]. Though somewhat lower, reinfection has also been reported 
from Australian cohort and treatment studies, with reinfection in-
cidence rates of 1.05/100 PY and 2.5/100 PY, respectively [8, 9].

Although historically concentrated among GBM with HIV, 
there is evidence of primary HCV incidence among GBM using 
HIV preexposure prophylaxis (PrEP) [10]. However, the epide-
miology of HCV among GBM using PrEP varies globally. Rates 
of primary incidence have been reported as 1.00/100 PY and 
1.27/100 PY in France and the Netherlands, respectively 
[11, 12], but much lower in Australia (0.20/100PY) [1] and 
Canada (0.15/100 PY) [13]. In an Australian context, the inten-
tional focus on the rapid upscale of HCV DAA access among 
people with HIV [9, 14], of whom the vast majority are 
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GBM, has likely averted widespread transmission of HCV 
among GBM using PrEP. However, similar to findings in 
GBM with HIV, evidence indicates ongoing transmission also 
among GBM using PrEP in recent years [1].

In Australia, annual testing for HCV has long been recommend-
ed among GBM with HIV [15]. However, among GBM attending 
clinics for their HIV care in Melbourne, Australia, only 50%–60% 
were tested for HCV annually between 2012 and 2019 [9]. 
Likewise, in Canada and the United States, a substantial proportion 
of GBM with HIV are not tested annually [16, 17]. Strategies to in-
crease HCV testing (accompanied by immediate treatment for 
anyone newly diagnosed) are likely to be needed to sustain effective 
HCV elimination efforts. Consistent with guidelines for GBM with 
HIV, Australian guidelines for GBM also recommend annual 
HCV testing for all GBM using PrEP and clinical guidelines for 
PrEP also suggest “more frequent testing if necessary” [18]. 
However, approximately 30% of GBM using PrEP in Australia 
have had only one HCV test since their first PrEP prescription [1].

Among GBM, there is a substantial body of evidence support-
ing sexual transmission of HCV with a number of sexual behav-
iors associated with an increased risk of HCV, including 
condomless anal sex, group sex, and fisting [19]. These behaviors 
are not mutually exclusive and sometimes occur together with 
substance use, including injecting drug use [20, 21]. While these 
behaviors could and should inform HCV testing, there is a limited 
understanding of whether and how GBM and clinicians discuss 
this array of behaviors with specific regard to HCV testing during 
routine clinical care. The best available evidence suggests that such 
discussion is likely to be limited, if occurring at all [22].

Incident HCV infections among GBM with HIV have been as-
sociated with prior sexually transmissible infections (STIs), par-
ticularly syphilis, in Australia, Canada, Switzerland, and Taiwan 
[23–26]. Given this relationship, in the absence of discussions on 
sexual and substance use behaviors, STIs may be useful for in-
forming more tailored HCV testing among GBM. However, 
these studies were conducted predominantly in the context of in-
creasing or stable HCV incidence and before the scaling up of 
HCV DAA treatment. Despite concerns about HCV and STIs 
among GBM prescribed PrEP, there remains a limited under-
standing of the relationship between STIs and HCV incidence 
among this group. In the context of declining HCV incidence 
among GBM with HIV and low incidence of HCV among 
GBM using PrEP in Australia, and to understand whether STIs 
are a marker of increased HCV risk, we examined the association 
between bacterial STIs and primary HCV infection among GBM 
after widespread availability of HCV DAAs from 2016 to 2020.

METHODS

Data Source

Data were drawn from the Australian Collaboration for 
Coordinated Enhanced Sentinel Surveillance of Sexually 

Transmissible Infections and Blood-borne Viruses (ACCESS) 
which has been described in detail elsewhere [27, 28]. 
ACCESS collates blood-borne virus and STI testing data and 
demographic data from clinics and laboratories, linking indi-
viduals’ data over time and across services participating in 
ACCESS.

As with previous analyses [1], data were from GBM attend-
ing ACCESS clinics in 7 of 8 Australian states and territories, 
with no HCV testing data among GBM available from clinics 
in the Northern Territory. In ACCESS, GBM status among 
people recorded as male is based being recorded as gay or bisex-
ual in patient management systems and/or reporting male sex-
ual partners in behavioral surveys at sexual health clinics. In 
addition, people who are recorded as male who have ever had 
a rectal STI test for chlamydia or gonorrhea recorded in 
ACCESS are defined as GBM, and this has been validated to 
identify GBM in surveillance data [29]. GBM were defined as 
living with HIV based on having a recorded HIV diagnosis 
or quantifiable HIV viral load test at a date preceding their first 
included HCV test. Given that HCV testing is not recommend-
ed among HIV-negative GBM who are not using PrEP, 
HIV-negative GBM without PrEP prescription data were not 
included in these analyses. HIV-negative GBM with PrEP pre-
scription data were defined as using PrEP from the date of their 
first PrEP prescription from 1 January 2016 onward. Data are 
from 2016 onward, as this was the first year of widespread avail-
ability of both HCV DAA treatment and HIV PrEP in 
Australia.

Inclusion Criteria

GBM were included in these analyses if they were HCV anti-
body negative at their first HCV antibody test recorded in 
ACCESS from 1 January 2016 onward and had ≥1 additional 
HCV antibody or HCV RNA test for assessing incident HCV 
during the observation period from 1 January 2016 to 31 
December 2020.

Outcome

A primary incident HCV infection was defined as a positive 
HCV antibody test result and/or a positive HCV RNA test re-
sult following a negative antibody test result. No restrictions 
were applied to the time between tests.

Exposures

STI exposures were defined as positive rectal chlamydia, rectal 
gonorrhea, and infectious (primary, secondary, or early [<2 
years] latent) syphilis test results in the 2 years preceding an 
HCV test. After 2 years, a person who was defined as having 
an STI exposure reverted to no exposure provided that they 
did not have another positive test result in the preceding 2 years 
(Supplementary Figure 1). People could be included at one time 
point but excluded at another depending on their STI testing 
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relative to the HCV test event (Supplementary Figure 2). A pos-
itive STI test result obtained on the same day as an HCV test 
was not included, because the HCV infection may have preced-
ed the STI. We chose a 2-year time period to provide temporal 
proximity between STI exposures and the HCV outcome. To 
examine how this methodological choice may affect our find-
ings, we conducted 2 sensitivity analyses where we did not limit 
the exposure period and we reduced the exposure period to 
12 months. Consistent with Australian guidelines, nucleic 
acid amplification testing was used for chlamydia and 
gonorrhea [15].

Confounders

Age at the time of an HCV test was included in multivariable 
analyses and categorized as <30, 30–50, or >50 years. As 
Australian guidelines recommend quarterly testing for bacteri-
al STIs among both GBM with HIV and GBM using PrEP, re-
gardless of symptoms, the number of tests for each STI 
recorded in the previous 2 years, regardless of the result, was 
included as a count variable; in the sensitivity analyses, this 
was the number of tests in the previous 12 months or during 
the entire observation period as applicable.

Statistical Analyses

Analyses were stratified a priori by GBM with HIV and GBM 
using PrEP. Because the outcome of HCV infection was inter-
val censored—that is, not observed and occurring between the 
date of the last negative result and the date of diagnosis—test 
event–level discrete-time survival analyses were undertaken us-
ing generalized linear mixed modeling with a binomial distri-
bution and a complementary log-log link function [30]. 
While people could potentially be tested at more than one clin-
ic, we included the clinic a priori as a random intercept, as there 
may be clustering owing to localized variations in the epidemi-
ology of HCV and STIs and difference between clinics in pro-
tocols or systems to guide STI and/or HCV testing. Models 
were offset for the natural log of days between HCV tests to ac-
count for individual-level variation in the time between HCV 
tests. As the rates of HCV incidence are unlikely to be constant, 
which is verified by our previous work [1], the cumulative 
number of HCV tests undertaken was also included to allow 
variation in the baseline hazard across tests (Supplementary 
Figure 1).

Follow-up commenced from the date of the first recorded 
HCV antibody test for each person during the observation pe-
riod. Censoring occurred at the date of diagnosis for an inci-
dent HCV infection, the date of the last HCV (antibody or 
RNA) test for those who were not recorded as testing HCV pos-
itive, or at the end of the observation period, which was 31 
December 2020. Models were adjusted for age and the number 
of each respective STI test undertaken in the previous 2 years, 
regardless of the result. Potential differences in HCV infection 

risk between GBM included and not included in the multivar-
iable analyses based on their STI testing history was estimated 
using a χ2 test of independence.

Patient Consent Statement

These analyses were conducted under the auspices of ethical 
approval for ACCESS and the analysis of routinely collected 
and deidentified data. Ethical approval for ACCESS was re-
ceived from the Alfred Hospital in Melbourne, Victoria, the 
University of Tasmania in Hobart, Tasmania, and Menzies 
School of Health Research in Darwin, Northern Territory. 
Ethical reviews were also undertaken by community organiza-
tions representing key populations including GBM and people 
living with HIV. The requirement for individual-level written 
consent was waived by all ethics committees, but patients could 
opt of out the system if requested.

RESULTS

From 1 January 2016 to 31 December 2020, a total of 92 094 in-
dividual GBM had a recorded consultation, of whom 50 875 
(55%) had ≥1 HCV antibody or RNA test. The HIV status of 
877 people (1.7%) could not be determined, and they were ex-
cluded from further analyses (Figure 1). Of the remaining 
GBM, 9699 (19.4%) had a record of being HIV positive. 
Among the 40 299 defined as HIV negative, 24 423 (60.6%) 
had a record of PrEP prescription, and those who had no record 
of PrEP prescription were excluded from further analyses.

GBM With HIV

Of the 9699 GBM with HIV with any HCV testing data, 6529 
were eligible for inclusion based on being HCV antibody neg-
ative at their first test in the observation period and having ≥1 
subsequent HCV antibody or RNA test. Approximately 10% 
(n = 1015) were excluded as they were HCV antibody and/or 
RNA positive at their first test. No subsequent test was recorded 
after the first HCV antibody negative for approximately 22% 
(n = 2092), who were therefore not eligible for this analysis.

Among the 6529 GBM with HIV who were eligible for inclu-
sion, 92 (1.4%) had a primary incident HCV diagnosis record-
ed. The median time (interquartile range [IQR]) between HCV 
tests was 5.1 (3.8–6.9) months overall and 4 months (2.7–6.3) 
months among those with incident HCV detected. Of these 
6529 GBM with HIV, 98.4% (n = 6428) had ≥1 syphilis test, 
77.4% (n = 5053) had ≥1 rectal gonorrhea test, and 76.7% 
(n = 5006) had ≥1 rectal chlamydia test in the 2 years preceding 
an HCV test. Compared with GBM without an incident HCV 
infection, a positive diagnosis of each STI in the 2 years before 
an HCV test was more common among GBM with an incident 
HCV infection (Table 1).

In the multivariable analysis, a positive syphilis diagnosis in 
the previous 2 years was associated with a 2-fold increased risk 
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of incident HCV (adjusted hazard ratio [aHR], 1.99 [95% con-
fidence interval (CI), 1.11–3.58]) (Table 2), while there was no 
evidence that rectal gonorrhea and chlamydia were associated 
with an incident HCV infection. There was modest intraclass 
correlation (25%) among the clinics in this analysis and there 
was no significant difference in the proportion of GBM defined 
as having incident HCV between those included in (n = 71 
[1.45%]) and those excluded from (n = 21 [1.32%]) this analysis 
(χ2[df = 1] = 0.13; P = .72) on the basis of their STI testing.

Results were similar when there was no limit to the STI ex-
posure period—for syphilis (aHR, 1.81 [95% CI, 1.04–3.14]), 
rectal chlamydia (1.11 [.62–1.99]), and rectal gonorrhea (1.52 
[.84–2.75]). When the STI exposure period was reduced to 
the 12 months before an HCV test, a stronger association was 
found between syphilis and primary HCV incidence (aHR, 
2.99 [95% CI. 1.59–5.64]) and no evidence of an association 
with rectal chlamydia (0.63 [.29–1.34]) or rectal gonorrhea 
(1.36 [.65–2.83]).

Figure 1. Exclusion and inclusion from analyses among gay and bisexual men (GBM) with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and GBM prescribed preexposure prophy-
laxis (PrEP) based on hepatitis C virus (HCV) testing.
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GBM Prescribed HIV PrEP

Of 20 634 GBM prescribed PrEP with ≥1 HCV related test, 13  
061 were eligible for inclusion based on their HCV test results 
(Figure 1). The predominant reason for exclusion was the lack 
of a second HCV test, which resulted in 7351 (35.6%) being ex-
cluded. Among the 13 061 GBM eligible for inclusion in the 
analysis, 48 (0.37%) had an incident HCV infection. The 
median number of tests (IQR) 4 (2–6) among all GBM was 
and 3 (2–5) among those with incident HCV. The median 
time (IQR) between tests was 5.2 months (3.3–9.7) overall 
and 4.1 months (3.0–6.9) among those with incident HCV.

Approximately 95% of GBM prescribed PrEP had ≥1 test for 
each STI in the 2 years preceding an HCV test (Table 3). Rectal 
chlamydia and rectal gonorrhea were more common among 
GBM with incident HCV than in those who did not have inci-
dent HCV. Conversely, syphilis was less common among GBM 
with an incident HCV infection, and none had syphilis infec-
tion detected in the 2 years preceding an incident HCV diagno-
sis; as such, syphilis was not included in the multivariable 
analysis.

In the multivariable analysis among GBM prescribed PrEP, 
rectal chlamydia (aHR, 2.74, [95% CI, 1.42–5.32]) and rectal 
gonorrhea (2.54 [1.28–5.05]) in the preceding 2 years were as-
sociated with an increased risk of incident HCV (Table 4). 
There was limited intraclass correlation (5.8%) between the 
clinics in this analysis and no significant difference in the 
proportion of incident HCV among GBM included in (0.35% 
[n = 43]) and excluded from (0.77% [n = 5]) this analysis 
(χ 2[df  = 1] = 3.01; P = .08).

Results were similar when there was no limit on the exposure 
period for both rectal chlamydia (aHR, 2.48 [95% CI, 1.27– 
4.83]) and rectal gonorrhea (2.37 [1.18–4.73]). When the STI 
exposure period was reduced to the 12 months before an 
HCV test, the associations found were stronger for both rectal 
chlamydia (aHR. 3.41 [95% CI, 1.77–6.59]) and rectal gonor-
rhea (3.08 [1.54–6.11]).

DISCUSSION

In our analyses of STIs as a marker of incident HCV risk among 
6529 GBM with HIV across Australia from 2016 to 2020, we 
found that a syphilis diagnosis within the past 2 years was asso-
ciated with an increased risk of HCV. Among 13 061 GBM us-
ing PrEP, rectal chlamydia and rectal gonorrhea within the past 
2 years were independently associated with an increased risk of 
HCV. Taken together, these findings suggest that bacterial STIs 
in the previous 2 years could be used as a marker of increased 
HCV risk in the context of declining HCV incidence among 
GBM with HIV and low incidence among GBM using PrEP 
[1] to help guide targeted HCV testing.

To the best of our knowledge, no other studies have exam-
ined the relationship between STIs and primary HCV incidence 
among GBM with HIV with data exclusively from the HCV 
DAA treatment era. Our findings among GBM with HIV are 
consistent with studies before 2016 and before broad DAA 
availability in Australia. At a single sexual health service in 
Melbourne, Australia, syphilis, but not rectal chlamydia, was 
associated with an almost 5-fold increase in the risk of HCV; 
rectal gonorrhea was not included [23]. A notable methodolog-
ical difference to our study was the “peri-incidence” definition 
used, which included syphilis in the 6 months before, at the 
same time as, or after an HCV test. In Canadian and Swiss co-
hort studies, a history of syphilis (ie, including only syphilis be-
fore HCV infection) was associated with a 2–3-fold increased 
risk of HCV [24, 25], more closely reflecting our findings.

Studies examining the association between STIs and HCV 
among GBM using PrEP are limited. Our findings that rectal 
chlamydia and rectal gonorrhea are associated with an in-
creased risk of HCV among GBM using PrEP is consistent 
with findings from the Netherlands [12] that identified a 
2-fold increased risk for both rectal chlamydia and gonorrhea 
in GBM enrolled in an early PrEP demonstration study among 
350 GBM. Prior STIs have also been associated with prevalent 
HCV among GBM commencing PrEP in British Columbia, 
Canada, though there were not enough incident HCV infec-
tions to examine factors associated with incidence [13].

The different associations between STIs and HCV that we 
found between the 2 groups warrants some consideration. 
Among GBM with HIV included in our analyses,  ≥ 1 rectal 
chlamydia infection in the 2 years before an HCV test was 
just as common among GBM with or without incident HCV. 

Table 1. Person-Level Sexually Transmissible Infection Testing and 
Diagnoses in the 2 Years Preceding a Hepatitis C Virus Test Among 6529 
Gay and Bisexual Men With Human Immunodeficiency Virus in 
Australia, 2016–2020

STI Result

GBM With HIV, No. (%)

Incident HCVa (n = 92) No Incident HCVb (n = 6437)

Rectal chlamydia

≥1 Positive resultc 23 (25.0) 1489 (23.1)

No positive result 49 (53.3) 3445 (53.5)

No test 20 (21.7) 1503 (23.3)

Rectal gonorrhea

≥1 Positive resultc 20 (21.7) 1080 (16.8)

No positive result 52 (56.5) 3890 (60.4)

No test 20 (21.7) 1456 (22.6)

Syphilis

≥1 Positive resultc 24 (26.1) 1137 (17.7)

No positive result 66 (71.7) 5190 (80.6)

No test 2 (2.2) 99 (1.5)

Abbreviations: GBM, gay and bisexual men; HCV, hepatitis C virus; STI, sexually 
transmissible infection.  
aEver classified as having an incident HCV infection during the observation period.  
bNever classified as having an incident HCV infection during the observation period.  
cAt any point from inclusion to censoring, not necessarily in the 2 years before an incident 
infection.
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Likewise, there was little difference with rectal gonorrhea. 
However, a considerable proportion did not have rectal STI 
testing in the 2 years before an HCV test. This may be because 
HIV itself is not a marker of recent and/or ongoing behavior 
and rectal STI testing requires swab testing, whereas HCV test-
ing can be done from blood obtained for routine HIV viral load 
monitoring. Conversely, rectal STI testing was more common 
among GBM using PrEP, with 95% having a rectal STI test in 
the 2 years before an HCV test.

Positive rectal STI tests were also markedly more common 
among GBM using PrEP in whom HCV was subsequently di-
agnosed than in those in whom it was not. It is well established 

that STIs, particularly rectal STIs, are highly concentrated 
among subgroups of GBM using PrEP [31]. As such, it is pos-
sible that these GBM are also engaging in behaviors that in-
crease their risk of HCV and/or were members of sexual 
networks with other GBM who were yet to be treated for 
HCV. While syphilis was diagnosed among many GBM using 
PrEP who were included in our analyses, HCV was subse-
quently diagnosed in only 2, neither of whom had syphilis in 
the 2 years before their incident HCV diagnosis. In the 
Netherlands, syphilis was also not associated with increased 
HCV risk among GBM using PrEP, likely also because of the 
relatively low numbers [12]. It remains an open question 
whether an association would have been seen between syphilis 
and incident HCV for GBM using PrEP if the number of inci-
dent HCV infections among those with syphilis had been larger 
during the observation period.

Determining what proportion of the association between 
STIs and increased HCV risk is driven by biological factors 
and what is due to behaviors that are common to each remains 
challenging. There may be some biological plausibility that 
STIs increase the risk of HCV, particularly syphilis owing to 
the chancre associated with this infection. However, chancres 
usually spontaneously resolve within <3 months [32]. This 
points to reduced biological plausibility in our analyses and 
others, where syphilis has been measured over an extended pe-
riod of time. It is more likely that the associations we found are 
due to sexual and substance use behaviors that often overlap 
and are associated with both HCV and STIs. For example, in 
Australia, gonorrhea incidence has been shown to be associated 
with inconsistent condom use during anal sex, with having ≥20 
sexual partners, and with injection drug use [33].

Another Australian study reported associations between 
methamphetamine use and a higher number of condomless re-
ceptive anal sex partners and each of rectal chlamydia, rectal 
gonorrhea, and syphilis [34]. STIs have also been associated 
with condomless anal sex, a higher number of sexual partners, 

Table 2. Test Event–Level Discrete Time Analysis of Incident Hepatitis C Virus Infection Among Gay and Bisexual Men With Human Immunodeficiency 
Virus in Australia, 2016–2020 (n = 4925)

Exposure Incident HCVa HR 95% CI P Value aHR 95% CI P Value

Rectal chlamydiab

No 50 1 … 1 …

Yes 17 1.26 .72–2.20 .41 0.92 .50–1.70 .78

Rectal gonorrheab

No 51 1 … 1 … .26

Yes 16 1.79 1.01–3.16 .05 1.47 .79–2.76 .26

Syphilisb

No 66 1 … 1 … .02

Yes 21 2.86 1.73–4.72 <.001 1.99 1.11–3.58 .02

Abbreviations: aHR, adjusted hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval; HCV, hepatitis C virus; HR, hazard ratio.  
aNot including incident HCV where there was no sexually transmissible infection testing in the preceding 2 years.  
bTime-varying exposure in the preceding 2 years.

Table 3. Person-Level Sexually Transmissible Infection Testing and 
Diagnoses in the 2 Years Before a Hepatitis C Virus Test Among 13 061 
Gay and Bisexual Men Prescribed Preexposure Prophylaxis in 
Australia, 2016–2020

STI Result

GBM, No. (%)

Incident HCVa  

(n = 48)
No Incident HCVb  

(n = 13 013)

Rectal chlamydia

≥1 Positive resultc 20 (41.7) 3638 (28.0)

No positive result 23 (47.9) 8775 (67.4)

No test 5 (5.4) 600 (4.6)

Rectal gonorrhea

≥1 Positive resultc 15 (31.3) 2479 (19.0)

No positive result 28 (58.3) 9990 (76.8)

No test 5 (5.4) 544 (4.2)

Syphilis

≥1 Positive resultc 2 (4.2) 1252 (9.6)

No positive result 46 (95.8) 11 681 (89.8)

No test 0 73 (0.6)

Abbreviations: GBM, gay and bisexual men; HCV, hepatitis C virus; STI, STI, sexually 
transmissible infection.  
aEver classified as having incident HCV during the observation period.  
bNever classified as having incident HCV during the observation period.  
cAt any point from inclusion to censoring, not necessarily in the 2 years before an incident 
infection.
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and group sex among GBM using PrEP [31, 35]. A Dutch study, 
specific to GBM with HIV, reported an association between 
syphilis infection and fisting and an association between chla-
mydia or gonorrhea and drug use during sex [36]. While we 
found an association between bacterial STIs and an increased 
risk of incident HCV, it is important to recognize that only 
1.4% of GBM with HIV and 0.37% of GBM using PrEP had in-
cident HCV infection diagnosed. Conversely, bacterial STIs 
were far more common. This suggests an HCV treatment as 
prevention effect among GBM with HIV and GBM using 
PrEP rather than as a result of changes in behavior, as has 
been postulated at an ecological level among GBM with HIV 
in the Netherlands [37].

Given that there is evidence of ongoing HCV transmission, 
guidelines from Australia [38], Europe [39], and the United 
States [40] all recommend immediate HCV treatment, includ-
ing for acute infections. Treatment requires testing to begin 
with, and there are indications that 40%–50% of GBM with 
HIV are not tested annually [1, 9, 16, 17], despite most guide-
lines globally recommending at least annual testing. Similarly, 
these analyses and our previous work [1] show that 35% of 
GBM using PrEP only ever had a single test. As such, while 
at least annual HCV testing is still warranted among all GBM 
with HIV or using PrEP to achieve and sustain elimination, 
we suggest that a review and offer of HCV testing is particularly 
warranted among GBM with diagnosed STIs.

In addition to annual testing, some guidelines recommend 
more frequent testing. For example, US guidelines state that 
“Depending on sexual or drug use risk practices, more frequent 
testing may be warranted” for both GBM with HIV and those 
using PrEP [41]. Likewise, Australian PrEP clinical guidelines 
suggest HCV testing “at least every 12 months or more fre-
quently if necessary” [18]. While work is needed to examine 
the potential impact and cost-effectiveness, more frequent test-
ing may be warranted among some GBM [42]. The rationale for 
this is that the longer there is between tests, the more chances 

there are for onward transmission, including to people who 
have previously been treated, which could potentially offset 
progress toward HCV elimination among GBM. STIs may pro-
vide an objective marker of more frequent testing in the ab-
sence of discussions on the array of behaviors that are 
associated with HCV among GBM [22].

Our analyses have some limitations. Our data were drawn 
from a large national surveillance system, which does not sys-
tematically collect behavioral data across all clinics. As such, 
we did not undertake analyses adjusting for these to examine 
whether STIs are an independent risk factor for HCV. 
Rather, we suggest that STIs may serve as a marker of these be-
haviors in the absence of discussions regarding them. It is im-
portant to acknowledge that in 2020 coronavirus disease 2019 
and related lockdowns/restrictions of movement likely had 
some impact on both HCV and STI testing, as well as on behav-
iors associated with an increased risk of both HCV and STIs. 
All clinics participating in ACCESS were selected owing to their 
high caseload of key population groups. Our data do not cap-
ture STIs, or HCV, diagnosed outside these clinics. Similarly, 
most clinics are located in inner urban areas and therefore 
our findings may not be generalizable to GBM attending clinics 
in outer suburban or regional areas; work is ongoing to expand 
coverage. Although the HCV testing frequency among the 
GBM included in our analyses was often within the recom-
mended annual time frame, these analyses by definition are 
limited to GBM who test at least once and have ≥1 additional 
test. Further work is needed to understand HCV testing in ge-
neral among GBM, as these analyses and our previous analyses 
[1] indicate that a considerable proportion of GBM with HIV, 
and now GBM using PrEP, do not test for HCV at the annual 
frequency recommended in guidelines or have only ever had 
one test.

In conclusion, in these analyses of primary HCV and bacte-
rial STIs among GBM attending clinics across Australia, we 
found that syphilis was associated with primary HCV among 

Table 4. Test Event–Level Discrete Time Analysis of Incident Hepatitis C Virus Infection Among 12 404 Gay and Bisexual Men Prescribed Preexposure 
Prophylaxis in Australia, 2016–2020

Exposure Incident HCVa HR 95% CI P Value aHR 95% CI P Value

Rectal chlamydiab

No 23 1 … 1 …

Yes 20 2.62 1.43–4.82 .002 2.75 1.42–5.32 .003

Rectal gonorrheab

No 28 1 … 1 … .008

Yes 15 2.66 1.41–5.02 .003 2.54 1.28–5.05 .008

Syphilisb

No 48 … … … …

Yes 0 NA NA NA NA NA NA

Abbreviations: aHR, adjusted hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval; HCV, hepatitis C virus; HR, hazard ratio; NA, not applicable.  
aNot including incident HCV where there was no sexually transmissible infection testing in the preceding 2 years.  
bTime-varying exposure in the preceding 2 years.
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GBM with HIV. Rectal chlamydia and rectal gonorrhea were 
associated with primary HCV among GBM using PrEP. This 
suggests that STIs remain a marker of increased HCV risk, 
even in the context of declining incidence among GBM with 
HIV and low incidence among GBM using PrEP, and that 
STIs might be useful for informing HCV testing decisions 
and guidelines among these key population groups for HCV 
elimination.

Supplementary Data
Supplementary materials are available at Open Forum Infectious Diseases 

online. Consisting of data provided by the authors to benefit the reader, the 
posted materials are not copyedited and are the sole responsibility of the 
authors, so questions or comments should be addressed to the correspond-
ing author.
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